
Ideas for Year 1 English activities 20th April 

Every day    10-15 minutes 
Share a book with your child. Use the bookmarks to ask questions. 
Use their logins and read using the Oxford Reading Buddy 
Every day 
Make flashcards with these sounds- they say the sound and write a word with this 
sound 
ay – play  day etc,  ee – bee  see,   oy- boy  toy,  ing- ring, thing, ow- cow, now 
ur.- fur,turn,   or- for, torn,  aw- claw, paw. Use these words in a sentence e.g. I can see 
a bee. The cat has paws with claws. 

Monday   20-30 minutes 
Imagine that you are having a birthday party. Write a list of party foods. 
1. 
2. 
3. etc 
Make the children an alphabet line. 
Now re sort the words and put them in alphabetical order. 

Tuesday 20-30 minutes 
Make a jelly , piece of toast or a sandwich. 
Write a set of instructions e.g. 

1. First get …… , …… , ……. And …. 
2. Next …… 
3. Then… 
4. After that 
5. Finally  

Wednesday 20-30 minutes     Spellings 
Read write and use these words -  that these then this when  where why  who are with  
back down just going 
plus the words from the previous week 
use them to write simple sentences. E.g. When are you going out? Where are you 
going? Who is that? 

Thursday    20-30 minutes    Phonics 
Pratise writing words with these sound in    ee   ea   e-e 
e.g.      bee   see   tree   sweet   seen    pea   treat eat   clean   dream    even   Steve  
these 
Write these sentences in your book. I can see a bee in a tree. I am going to eat a treat. 
Steve has  clean  knees. 

Friday   15- 20 minutes 
Handwriting practising writing these patterns. Making sure that letters sit on the line 
and the y pattern has it’s tail below the line. 
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